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Bio-thermic diEestion
lsthistheend of
liquidwaste?

ffi BTD reduces 96% of sewage sludge by volume
SB Remaining residue is clean water and dry powder

# Typical ROI in less than two years

io-thermic digestion is a technolo-
gywith the potential to transform
the way municipal water ueat-

ment works handle sewage sludge. This
is no mean feat considering that for wa-

ter utilities everywhere, the problem of
sewage sludge and organic materials in
wastewater has been a growing concem
for years. The regulators are cracking
the whip, while volume continues to
increase, putting those facing the chal-
lenge in a tricky spot.

Numerous solutions have been
tried. Spreading over the land leads to
concerns about contamination ftom
heavy metals and pathogens, while in-
cineration is generally uneconomic due
to high haulage costs. Composting is
slow and typically unable to deal with
the required volumes. Even anaerobic
digestion (AD) is sluggish in relative
tems - the residual waste is also high
as a percentage ofwhat goes in.

As a result, landfill has remained
the only viable option, but landflll taxes
and transport costs have left the indus-
try gasping for a new cost effective and
environmentally-ftiendly solution.

With this in mind, the latest incarna-
tion of Advetec's UK-manufactured bio-
thermic digester (BTD), which has been
eight years in development, is attracting
widespread interest. Indeed, the first
industrial scale unit has recently been
installed at the Stratford, East London
site of Regional Waste Recycling (RWR).

The Advetec solution is designed to
digest organic waste almost entirely,
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lD Reduce the costs
associated with traditional
disposal methods for
organic waste
O Diminish the need to
send organic waste to
landfill
(D Enhance corporate
green image by advancing
towards 1fi)% recycling

Gold medal performance: the Stratford Regional

Waste Recycling site is a stone's throw from the
Olympic park (below). The system is designed to
digest organic waste almost entirely.
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including sewage sludge, reducing

volumes of uP to 33 tonnes bY an im-
pressive 97% in 7z hours (on a continu-

ous, rolling basis). As well as sewage

sludge, waste ftom fat traPs, sePtic

tanks, and gully cleaning can also be

digested in the same system.

"sewage tYPe material is the main

waste here at Stratford," says John
Edwards, director at RWR. "This comes

mainly from drain/gulley cleaning'
AD cleaning and, since the BTD was

installed, a rapidly increasing amount

ftom sewage works."
Before the BTD, RWR used its large

industrial washer, but the comPanY

was left scratching its head regarding

leftover organic matter such as twigs,

leaves and the general garbage that ac-

cumulates in locations such as gutters.

"With the price to landfill expensive

and the need to achieve as close to

roo% recycling as possible, we decided

to trial a small version of the BTD,"

says Edwards. "We found that the ma-

chine was regularly reducing over 9o%
of organic waste into a small quantity

of clean water and sterile powder, so

we were confident that the new larger

machine would coPe with the huge

volumes of solid sludge/organic waste

we receive every day."
In the two months since installing

the 33-tonne model, R\MRhas been

feeding the BTD with amPle raw sew-

age, typically taken from the centrifuge
at wastewater treatment plants, along

with some ftom ftont-end screening

processes.

"The conventional washing of raw

sewage is problematic because it's full
of unpleasant waste items such as used

wetwipes, condoms, tamPons and
sanitary towels," says Edwards. "It's
a real headache for the sewage plants

because they filt skip loads ofthe stttff
every day.

"High water content makes trans-

port expensive, while increasing levels

of contaminants such as heavy metals

and antibiotics restrict its use as a soil

conditioner. The net result is that utili
ties have little choice but to send it to
landfill."

"Using the BTD makes a real dif-
ference," he continues. "Sure, a small

amount of residue comes out the other

side, but it's clean - we've had it tested

independently for sewage traces and

there simply aren t any. It doesn't even

smell. This is gleat because incinera-

tion and RDF [refuse derived fuel] flrms

will now take this waste whereas they

wouldnt touch it before."
According to Advetec, the water

that emerges is even clean enough for

irrigation purposes. The company says
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that it's currently working on proiects

in the Middle East and the US with this

objective, while in the UK, two proiects

will see the processed water used for

washing fleet vehicles.

So how does this ingenious Process
work? Well, the use of bacterial cultures

in wastewater isn't new, but the trick
is getting them to eat the organics (the

waste in the water) in a quick and ef-

ficient fashion.
"I was a marine engineer Previ-

ously and knew of high temPerature

organisms that live at the bottogt of the

ocean where nothing else can survive,"

explains Craig Shaw, managing director

at Advetec. "These aerobic exftemo-
philic bacteria thrive at temperatures

ofbetween zoo and 4oooC. In the BTD

system, the energy from eating waste is

tumed into heat, which is used to make

electricity that can be applied to the

bottom of the unit. We can then take

the temperature up to the pointwhere
the bacteria'wake up - it's a complete

closed loop system.

"We look at waste in a different
way," he continues. "In other
composters, the bacteria strains don t
tolerate change very well' You throw
fat or sugar in there and it makes

the machine inefficient because the

bacteria are unhealthy. The cultures are

As well as sewage

sludge, the system
(lefO can process

waste from fat
traps, spetic tanks

and gully cleaning
(bottom lefO.
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the most important thing - it's about

the environment and creating the

ultimate conditions for bacteria. Get it
right and they will eat a tremendous

amount of waste, and fast."
In Advetec's BTD, nutrients for the

bacteria are dosed automatically at
pre-determined intervals, while other

automated machine functions include

material feed into the vessel, Plus
temperatue, humidity and regulated

air supply. Optional telemetry andz4lT
remote computer monitoring ensure

that the process can be controlled and

optimised. In fact, the whole thing can

be run ftom a smart Phone.
Presently, R\trRfeeds its BTD with

around to-r4 tonnes of mixed liquid
waste every day - of the company's five

sites, Stratford is RWR s only dedicated
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liquid waste facility. According to
Edwards, the worst case scenario will
see around z tonnes come out the other
end, equating to an 8o-86% reduction.
However, because the residue is clean
and dry it no longer ends up in landfill.
This is helping RWR pick up new
business because the water companies
are keen on using waste contractors
able to demonstrate 1oo% recycling
capabilities.

As for the future, RWRwants to in-
vest in a bank of 8 or ro BTDs, possibly
even larger models than its existing
machine.

"Although having the BTD puts us

ahead of our competitors for a while,
we could get a lot more business from
the sewage works if we had greater

capacity," says Edwards. "We're taking
around 4o tonnes a week from certain
sewage works, but some want us to
commit to 6oo tonnes a week - we're
not at that level yet."

The potential for heavy investment
exists thanks to the oppo(unity for
rapid payback. According to Advetec,
the operating cost of the BTD is around
fr.zo per tonne. Compare this to
current UI( landfill costs of €Bo-9o per
tonne and the savings are plain to see.

"With the typical configuration
required in the UI(, independent
data says that ROI is 1.9 years on
average," says Shaw. "In fact, the
shortest payback period we've seen

is n months, albeit at an overseas

installation.
The technology is certainly

attracting attention. According to
Shaw, numerous water companies
are current$ demonstrating their
desire to innovate by trialling the
BTD, including Thames Water, Welsh
Water, Wessex Water, Southem Water
and United Utilities. For potential
customers of this ilk, as well as

reducing landfill, processing waste on
site has the potential to save a fortune
in transportation costs.

"We're already seeing significant
interest both here and abroad from
water companies and municipal
authorities where large volumes of
organic waste are an issue," concludes
Shaw. "Since the technology is
completely scalable, banks of digesters
can be linked to handle ever increasing
volumes of waste, or each digester can
be moved fiom site to site."

Advetec's BTD is part of a complete
system consisting of hoppers,
shredders, augels, storage tanks and
piping, designed and tailored to match
specifi c customer requirements.
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O lnnovations

O Unique here is Ad-
vetec's understanding
of aerobic bacteria, the
bio-stimulant technol-
ogy used to inYigor-
ate and accelerate the
digestion process. Tha
major differentiator with
the BTD is the control
and motivation of the
bacteria within the unit
and the replenishment of

essential micronutrients
that ensure they remain
healthy.

It The use of thermo-
philic bacteria allows the
BTD to run at tempera-
tures in excess of 180oC,

far above other in-vessel
solutions. This not only
speeds up the process,
but makes it possible
to digest already part-
treated material frorn AD
plants, for example.
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RWR is currently
taking about 40
tonnes from sewage

works each week,
but there is huge
demand and some
works have asked

for a commitment
of up to 600 tonnes
per week

The powder that
comes out the other
end ofthe process

has no traces of
sewage in it - it
doesn't even smell
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